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1 Introduction

In his classic paper on community indi¤erence curves,1 Samuelson noted that
his proof that these indi¤erence curves could not exist, in the sense that they
constitute a preference map with the same properties as that in the standard
individual consumer model, presented a problem for the theory of consumer
demand. Observed household demands must in general be aggregates of the
demands of the individuals in the household, but if social indi¤erence curves
do not exist, how can a household, thought of as a small society or economy,
possess a preference ordering with the properties required to ensure well-behaved
household demand functions?
Samuelson�s solution was to assume that the household is able to achieve a

su¢ cient degree of "cooperation and consensus" that its choices can be modelled
as if it maximised a Bergson-Samuelson social welfare function (SWF), which
in the present context we call the Household Welfare Function (HWF). Given
the uility function ui(xi) of the i�th household member, with xi 2 Rm

+ her
consumption bundle, this can be written as

H = H(u1(x
1); u2(x

2); :::; un(x
n)) (1)

This function is strictly increasing in the utilities of the household members
(the Pareto property), quasiconcave and di¤erentiable to any required order.
By analogy with the SWF, it abstracts from the process by which the house-
hold consensus is reached, and is to be used to explore the implications of any
particular set of assumptions about the household�s preference ordering over the
utilities of its members. As Samuelson puts it in his discussion of social welfare
functions in the context of the economy as a whole2

Without inquiring into its origins, we take as a starting point
for our discussion a function of all the economic magnitudes of a
system which is supposed to characterize some ethical belief [.....]
Any possible opinion is permissible [...] We only require that the
belief is such as to admit of an unequivocal answer as to whether
one con�guration of the economic system is "better" or "worse" than
any other, or "indi¤erent", and that these relationships are transitive
[....] numerous individuals �nd it of interest to specialize the form
of [the SWF]

and indeed writing the function�s arguments as utilities is one such spe-
cialization, since it could also more generally be written as a function of the
consumption vectors themselves.
Writing the household budget constraint as px � �; where x =

P
i x

i is the
household�s aggregate demand vector, p 2 Rm

++ a price vector and � the house-
hold�s aggregate non-wage income, Samuelson showed that solving the problem

1Samuelson (1956).
2Samuelson (1947) pp. 221, 222.
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of maximising H subject to this budget constraint yielded well-behaved aggre-
gate household demand functions x(p; �): The value function of the problem,
say V (p; �); can be interpreted as the indirect utility function of a �ctitious
representative individual, from which a household utility function U(x) can be
derived in the usual way. Then, in the space of aggregate consumptions, the
household can be represented as if it were an individual solving the problem
fmaxx U(x) s:t: px � �g; yielding aggregate demands with all the standard
properties, and in particular a symmetric, negative semide�nite Slutsky matrix.
Samuelson also showed that if vi(p; si) is the indirect utility function of a

household member with arbitrary income si; the solution of the problem3

max
si
H(v1(p; s1); v

2(p; s2); :::; v
n(p; sn)) s:t:

nX
i=1

si � � (2)

yields functions si(p; �); which he called the sharing rule, such that if each
household member solves the problem fmaxui(xi) s:t: pxi � si(p; �)g; the
resulting solution is identical to that of the original problem of maximising
H(:) subject to the household�s budget constraint. This can be thought of as a
form of two-stage budgeting: given the weak separability among the individual
consumption vectors in H(:); the household can be thought of as �rst optimally
allocating its total expenditure among its members, and then allowing each
member to choose the optimal allocation of her consumption expenditure among
goods.
We �nd it useful, given the literature we will be discussing in the following

sections, to specialise the above general model to a simple labour supply model
for a two-person household. Thus let the consumption vector of individual
i = 1; 2 be (xi; li); where x is a Hicksian composite consumption commodity
with price normalised at 1; and l is leisure measured in units of time. We
normalise total time available at 1 and so 1 � li is market labour supply. The
price of leisure is the wage rate wi and �i is i�s non-wage income. The HWF
is now H(u1(x1; l1); u

2(x2; l2)) and the budget constraint is
P

i(xi + wili) �P
i(wi + �i):

4

2 Anonymity and Symmetry

Samuelson clearly felt con�dent that he had given a satisfactory solution to the
problem he had posed. Why was this solution apparently rejected by most of

3We are free to choose representations of the utility functions such that H is strictly
quasiconcave in the si; so that no problems arise with second order conditions.

4Thus the models in this paper are based on the simple division of time use between market
work and leisure. For a number of reasons, we regard it as essential for both theoretical and
empirical applications of household models to extend this to include time spent in household
production, as we did for example in Apps and Rees (1988), (1996), (1997). However, since
in this paper we are concerned purely with the speci�cation of the cooperative household�s
objective function, to focus on this issue we stay with the more restricted categorisation of
time use.
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the subsequent contributors to the literature on family decision taking?5 One
reason put forward6 was that Samuelson�s approach misses the elements of con-
�ict as well as cooperation that characterise household decision taking. This is
not correct. Samuelson�s formulation is quite general as to the processes that
generate the HWF, and these may well involve con�ict. The HWF simply rep-
resents the outcome of its resolution, a characterisation of the consensus that is
ultimately achieved. McElroy and Horney, in motivating their Nash bargaining
approach,7 argued that Samuelson�s solution implies that the outcomes of fam-
ily decisions are "empirically indistinguishable from those of constrained utility
maximisation" in the individual consumer model. This is the key point: In a
sense Samuelson�s solution was too powerful in delivering a model that is too
similar to the standard consumer model. In particular it has two results, the
empirical support for which is heavily in doubt.
The �rst of these is anonymity :8 In Samuelson�s model, an increment of

income has the same e¤ect regardless of the identity of the household member
to whom that income accrues. A pure redistribution of income among house-
hold members has no e¤ect on demands. Only aggregate income � appears in
the household demand functions. Against this there is now evidence that the
identity of an income recipient or owner of assets matters in determining the
household equilibrium.9

The second property is that of the symmetry of the Slutsky matrix of aggre-
gate household demands. In the labour supply model of this paper, this implies
that the compensated derivative of a wife�s leisure demand (labour supply) with
respect to the husband�s wage be equal to that of the husband�s leisure demand
(labour supply) with respect to the wife�s wage. A number of empirical studies
also claim to show that this is also rejected.10 Although one can debate the
conclusiveness of these empirical studies, we accept that these two results of
Samuelson�s model, anonymity and symmetry, are unlikely to be supported by
the data.

5See for example Manser and Brown (1980), McElroy and Horney (1981) and Lundberg
and Pollak (1993).

6See Manser and Brown (1980).
7See McElroy and Horney (1981).
8This is usually referred to in the literature, misleadingly in our view, as the "pooling

hypothesis". Constraining household expenditure not to exceed total (pooled) household
income is neither necessary nor su¢ cient to obtain this result.

9For example Lundberg, Pollak and Wales (1997) found that when a state transfer was
paid to wives rather than husbands, family expenditure on women�s and children�s clothing
showed a small but signi�cant increase. See Thomas (1990) and Schultz (1990) for the early
work, based on developing countries, also rejecting anonymity.
10See Fortin and Lacroix (1997), and the useful survey by Vermeulen (2002). A problem with

this literature is that it ignores the evidence from time use studies that signi�cant amounts
of individuals� time are spent in household production. This raises severe doubts about the
general validity of the results.
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3 Nash Bargaining

The Nash bargaining approach proceeds as follows. If the individuals behave
cooperatively in allocating their time and income within the household they
will achieve utilities ui(xi; li); while if they behave non-cooperatively they will
achieve indirect utilities v0i (wi; �i); and these form the disagreement points or
threat points in the Nash bargaining game. The exact rationalisation of these
threat points varies in the literature. The early papers by Manser and Brown
and McElroy and Horney saw these as being the utility levels the individu-
als could achieve in the best alternative to the household in question, what
have come to be called "divorce threat points".11 Ulph (1988), Woolley (1988),
Lundberg and Pollak (1993) and Chen and Woolley (2001) argue instead that
these should be based on non-cooperative (Nash equilibrium) behaviour within
an ongoing household. For present purposes we can remain agnostic on this
point. The two key assumptions are that the threat point utilities are functions
of own-wage rates and non-wage incomes,12 and that there exist cooperative
household allocations that yield strictly higher utility levels for both individuals
than these threat point utilities. Thus there is a "marriage surplus", and the
purpose of the Nash bargaining game is to determine the division of this surplus
between the two individuals.
In this setting, the solution to the Nash bargaining problem can then be

formulated in the usual way13 as solving the problem

max
xili

HN = [u1(x1; l1)� v01(w1; �1)][u2(x2; l2)� v02(w2; �2)] (3)

s:t:
X
i

(xi + wili) �
X
i

(wi + �i) (4)

McElroy and Horney (1981), in the general goods setting, give a very thorough
derivation and discussion of the implications of this model for demand behav-
iour, and McElroy (1990) discusses the empirical application of the model. Ott
(1992) does the same for a model extended to include household production and
labour supplies.
Now it is clear that the Nash maximand HN is a type of HWF. Its essen-

tial di¤erence to Samuelson�s formulation is that the individual wage rates and
non-wage incomes enter the function as arguments. That is, if we write the
generalised household welfare function (GHWF) as

H = H(u1(x1; l1); u
2(x2; l2); w1; �1; w2; �2) (5)

11v0i (wi; �i) can be thought of as the indirect utility function derived from the problem
maxu0i (xi; li) s:t: xi � wi(1 � li) + �i; where u0i (:) is i�s utility function in this alternative
household.
12As well as possibly other variables that McElroy (1990) termed "extrahousehold envi-

ronmental variables" (EEP�s), such as the ratio of men to women on the marriage market,
divorce laws and features of the tax system. These can all a¤ect the utility levels that could
be achieved at the threat point. Here however we focus on just wage rates and non-wage
incomes.
13Chen and Woolley take the case of weighted Nash bargaining, with exponents, summing

to 1, on the utility di¤erences in the function HN :
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it is clear that HN is a particular form of this function.
Viewed historically, from the standpoint of Samuelson�s formulation, the

key innovation of the bargaining models is to introduce wages (or prices more
generally) and individual non-wage incomes into the HWF. This arose quite
naturally out of the assumption about the process by which the allocation is
found, and the consequent inclusion of threat points. However, it suggests an
obvious generalisation: We can accept the idea that the household�s preferences
over the utility pro�les of its members could be in�uenced by their wage rates
and non-wage incomes, as well as other exogenous variables, without necessarily
having to accept the speci�c formulation, or ethical position, implied by Nash
bargaining. That is, we can simply work with the GHWF, or other speci�c
formulations of it.
Similarly, if we take the "collective model" of Chiappori (1988),14 proposed

as an alternative to the Nash bargaining model, this postulates a GHWF of the
form15

HC = �(w1; w2; �)u
1(x1; l1) + [1� �(w1; w2; �)]u2(x2; l2) (6)

In social choice terms, this is a weighted utilitarian SWF, its main property
being that it possesses zero inequality aversion: All utility pairs (u1; u2) are
equally good if they yield the same weighted sum, regardless of the inequality
in the utility levels that they might represent. Again, this is a special case
of a GHWF, which, in the Samuelson tradition, abstracts from the process by
which an allocation or preference ordering is reached, and, to use his language,
"expresses the opinion" that only the weighted sum of utilities matters. We are
obviously free to accept or reject this opinion, and explore the implications of
other forms for the GHWF, say with positive inequality aversion. More to the
point, we could ask: What should be the essential properties of the GHWF and
what are the implications of these for household resource allocations in general?

4 The Generalized Household Welfare Function

We de�ne in this section the general properties assumed for the GHWF. In the
next section we show their implications for the household labour supply model.
It will be useful to illustrate the general discussion with reference to both the
examples just given, the Nash bargaining model (NBM) and the collective model
(CM). We de�ne the generalized Samuelson model by the problem16

14Chiappori (1988) adopts the simple labour supply setting of the present paper, while
Browning and Chiappori (1998) work with a generalised goods model of the type set out in
the Introduction.
15Note that the collective model does not distinguish between individual non-wage incomes,

expressing the weight � as a function of total non-wage income � alone. This implies that, as
it stands, the model has no implications regarding anonymity.
16 In the general notation of the consumption good model introduced initially, the problem

is maxxi H(u
1(x1); :::; un(xn); p; �1; ::; �n) s:t: p

P
i x

i �
P
i �i: The results derived below

for the labour supply model extend in an obvious way to this model.
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max
xili

H(u1(x1; l1); u
2(x2; l2);w1; �1; w2; �2) (7)

s:t:
X
i

(xi + wili) �
X
i

(wi + �i) + t (8)

Here t is thought of as a transfer to the household that is not assigned to
any one individual, and does not a¤ect the household�s preferences over utility
pro�les. It could of course be zero in any application, but it is a useful construct
nonetheless, as we see below.
It is perhaps of interest to speculate on what Samuelson may have thought of

this generalization. On the one hand, as the above quotation shows, he clearly
conceived of social welfare functions in very general terms indeed. On the other
hand, as part of the same discussion, he writes:

For one thing, prices are not usually included in the welfare
function itself, except very indirectly through the e¤ects of di¤er-
ent prices and wages upon the quantities of consumption, work etc.

However, this exclusion is no doubt due to the fact that in the case of the
economy as a whole, prices and wages are endogenous variables. Indeed, in
applications of the social welfare function, for example in optimal tax theory, it
is invariably written as a function of individual utilities alone. However, in the
case of the household, wages and non-wage incomes are exogenous, and so an
objection on grounds of endogeneity would not apply. We therefore propose the
GHWF as the appropriate extension of the idea of a social welfare function to
the case of the household.
The GHWF is assumed to possess the Pareto property and quasi-concavity

with respect to the utility pro�le (u1(:); u2(:)) for any given vector [w1; �1; w2; �2];
as well as di¤erentiability. It is natural to place the further generic restrictions,
which hold everywhere except possibly at special points in the domain:

A1: Hwi ;H�i 6= 0; i = 1; 2:
It is not possible to be more speci�c about the signs of these derivatives, as

the examples of the NBM and CM show.
NBM:

HN
wi = ��

0
i (1� l0i )(uj � v0j ) i; j = 1; 2; i 6= j (9)

where l0i is the uncompensated leisure demand of individual i at her threat
point, and �0i is her marginal utility of income at that point. This is strictly
negative at all points of interest, given a positive "marriage surplus", but zero
at the points uj = v0j and l

0
i = 1. For �i we have

HN
�i
= ��0i (uj � v0j ) i; j = 1; 2; i 6= j (10)

which again is strictly negative at all points of interest, but zero at uj = v0j : Note
that this formalises an important point made by Lundberg and Pollak (1993),
which led to the formulation of their "separate spheres" bargaining model: a

7



pure redistribution of incomes between household members has no e¤ect in
the NBM if it leaves the threat points unchanged, i.e. if �0i = 0 for such a
redistribution.
CM:

HC
wi = �wi(u

1 � u2) T 0 (11)

Here �w1 > 0; �w2 < 0; and the sign of the derivative Hwi depends on the
relationship between the two utility values, with zeroes at all allocations such
that u1 = u2: Likewise

HC
� = ��(u

1 � u2) T 0 (12)

More structure is introduced into the general model by assuming17 :

A2: Hiwi ;Hi�i � 0 � Hiwj ;Hi�j ; i; j = 1; 2 i 6= j; where Hiwi (Hi�i) and
Hiwj (Hi�j ) cannot both be zero.
In words: at the margin, the weight the household places on an individual�s

welfare is always non-decreasing in her own wage and non-wage income, always
non-increasing in those of the other individual, and at least one of these deriva-
tives with respect to the wage (resp. to the non-wage income) is non-zero. This
guarantees that all of these variables have a non-trivial e¤ect on the equilibrium
resource allocation, since they change the household�s marginal rates of sub-
stitution between individual utilities at all points. Speci�cally, the conditions
imply

@

@w1

�
H1
H2

�
;
@

@�1

�
H1
H2

�
> 0 (13)

@

@w2

�
H1
H2

�
;
@

@�2

�
H1
H2

�
< 0 (14)

where H1=H2 is the household�s marginal rate of substitution between 1 and 2�s
utility in the (u1; u2)-plane. The household�s indi¤erence curves in this plane
at any point steepen with increases in w1 and �1 and �atten with increases in
w2 and �2:These restrictions imply that an increase in individual i�s wage rate
or non-wage income always increases i�s relative weight in the GHWF.
As illustrations of these properties we have
NBM:

HN
i = uj � v0j ; HN

iwi = 0; HN
iwj = �

@v0j
@wj

< 0 (15)

HN
i�i

= 0; HN
i�j
= ��0j < 0 i; j = 1; 2; i 6= j (16)

CM:

HC
1w1 = �w1 > 0; HC

1w2 = �w2 < 0 HC
2wi = �H

C
1wi i = 1; 2: (17)

�HC
2� = H

C
1� = �� T 0 (18)

17Here, Hi � @H=@ui:
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5 The GHWF and Labour Supplies

The restrictions on household labour supply functions implied by Samuelson�s
HWF are identical to those in a standard individual consumer model. This
changes dramatically when we move to a GHWF with the above general prop-
erties. It turns out that, as we should expect from Pollak�s (1977) analysis
of price-dependent preferences18 , the Slutsky matrix in the household�s labour
supply problem cannot be shown to be symmetric and negative semide�nite. In
de�ning the compensated derivatives, "compensation" of changes in wage rates
and non-wage incomes must be understood as holding household welfare, and
not individual utilities, constant. Here we summarise and provide intuition for
the main results, details are given in the Appendix.
Non-anonymity: the e¤ect of a change in non-wage income will depend on

the identity of the recipient of that income, and a pure income redistribution
within the household will change labour supplies.
The simplest way to show this is to note that Samuelson�s decentralisation

proposition still applies, in that there is an identity between the labour supplies
derived by solving the problem in (7), (8), and those derived by �rst solving the
household�s income distribution problem

max
si
H(v1(w1; s1); v

2(w2; s2);w1; �1; w2; �2) (19)

s:t:
X
i

si �
X
i

(wi + �i) + t (20)

for the sharing rule functions si(w1; �1; w2; �2; t); and then solving the individual
utility maximisation problems

max
xili

ui(xi; li) s:t: xi + wili � si(w1; �1; w2; �2; t) (21)

yielding leisure demands li(wi; si(w1; �1; w2; �2; t): It then follows that

@li
@�i

=
@li
@si

@si
@�i

;
@li
@�j

=
@li
@si

@si
@�j

i; j = 1; 2; i 6= j (22)

and standard comparative statics analysis shows that @si=@�i 6= @si=@�j , (see
Part B of the Appendix).
(Non-)Symmetry of compensated labour supply derivatives:
We now derive necessary and su¢ cient conditions under which the compen-

sated derivatives of i�s labour supply with respect to j�s wage will be equal,
i; j = 1; 2; i 6= j; and also show that these conditions do not in general hold in
this model. To do so we take the dual of the problem in (19), (20):

min
xili

t =
X
i

(xi � wi(1� li)� �i) (23)

18This saw the reasons for including prices in an individual utility function as either Veble-
nesque "snob e¤ects" or the use of prices as indicators of quality.
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s:t: H(u1(x1; l1); u
2(x2; l2);w1; �1; w2; �2) � H (24)

The solution to this problem yields an expenditure function t(w1; �1; w2; �2;H);
giving the unassigned income required to reach any given household welfare level.
Applying the Envelope Theorem gives

@t

@wi
= �(1� li)� �Hwi i = 1; 2 (25)

where � is a Lagrange multiplier. Then by Young�s Theorem

@2t

@wj@wi
=

@li
@wj

� �Hwiwj �Hwi
@�

@wj
(26)

=
@lj
@wi

� �Hwjwi �Hwj
@�

@wi
(27)

=
@2t

@wi@wj
i; j = 1; 2; i 6= j (28)

Thus we have that the necessary and su¢ cient conditions for the compensated
leisure demand derivatives to be equal, i.e.

@l1
@w2

� @l2
@w1

= Hw1
@�

@w2
�Hw2

@�

@w1
= 0 (29)

are:
(i) Hwi � 0; i = 1; 2 (30)

or

(ii) Hwi 6= 0 and
Hwj
Hwi

=
@�=@wj
@�=@wi

i; j = 1; 2; i 6= j (31)

(i) is of course ruled out by assumption, while we show in Part A of the Appendix
that (ii) also does not in general hold.
Own-wage e¤ects on compensated leisure demands/labour supplies:
We can show in the usual way that the expenditure function t(:) has the

usual property of concavity in (w1; �1; w2; �2); and so, using (25) we have

@2t

@w2i
=
@li
@wi

� �Hwiwi �Hwi
@�

@wi
� 0 (32)

However, the signs of �Hwiwi and Hwi@�=@wi are in general indeterminate, and
so we cannot conclude that @li=@wi < 0: The intuition is as follows. When wi
increases, say, i�s leisure becomes more expensive for the household, and so the
usual substitution e¤ect would work towards reducing it, but at the same time,
her marginal weight in the GHWF increases, implying that she may be given a
higher income share. This then increases her demand for leisure (assuming it
is normal) and so could increase the household�s demand for her leisure overall,
even as a compensated e¤ect. Clearly, this latter e¤ect disappears if Hwi � 0,
as in Samuelson�s HWF model.
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More positively, we can place some testable restrictions on the compensated
derivatives of the sharing rule, the functions si(:): We do this by using the
problem in (23), (24) to derive a type of Slutsky equation for these functions.
By carrying out the standard comparative statics analysis for this problem we
can show:
A compensated increase in i�s non-wage income always increases her share

and reduces j�s.
Thus we have:

@si
@�i

=
visHi�i � vjsHj�i

�
+
@si
@t

i; j = 1; 2; i 6= j (33)

@sj
@�i

=
vjsHj�i � visHi�i

�
+
@sj
@t

i; j = 1; 2; i 6= j (34)

where � > 0 is the bordered Hessian of the Lagrange function. From A2 we
have that the �rst terms in these two equations are respectively positive and
negative. These are the compensated e¤ects in question, since the second term
in each expression is an income e¤ect, equivalent to the e¤ect of a change in
non-assigned income t on the respective income shares. In general these income
e¤ects may be positive or negative. However, call a household fair if these
income e¤ects are both always positive. Then we have:
In a fair household, an uncompensated increase in i�s non-wage income al-

ways increases her share and may increase or reduce j�s.
The intuition for the latter ambiguity is of course that while the income e¤ect

of the increase in �i tends to increase sj ; the increase in the marginal weight the
household places on i�s utility tends to reduce it. Note that in Samuelson�s HWF
model both compensated terms are zero and only the income e¤ect remains.
However, the e¤ect of a compensated change in i�s wage cannot be signed

unambiguously:

@si
@wi

=
visHiwi � vjsHjwi

D
+
Hiv

i
sw

D
+
@si
@t

i; j = 1; 2; i 6= j (35)

@sj
@wi

=
vjsHjwi � visHiwi

D
� Hiv

i
sw

D
+
@sj
@t

i; j = 1; 2; i 6= j (36)

The ambiguity is created by the term Hiv
i
sw; which also arises in Samuelson�s

HWF model and has an interesting intuitive explanation. Holding the si and
the marginal household weights on individual utilities, Hi; constant, an increase
say in 1�s wage could cause a reduction in the marginal household utility derived
from an additional dollar to 1; thus changing the marginal rate of substitution
between s1 and s2 along a household indi¤erence curve, and leading cet. par.
to an increase in s2 and reduction in s1: Note that Samuelson�s problem in (2)
already has preferences that are e¤ectively price-dependent in the (s1; s2)-plane.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper we have set out a general framework for cooperative household
models, based on Samuelson�s idea of a household welfare function, but extend-
ing it to incorporate the key insight from the Nash bargaining models - the idea
that the household�s preference ordering over the utility pro�les of its members
depends on their wage rates (or prices more generally) and non-wage incomes.
Applying what appear to be reasonable general restrictions on the e¤ects of
changes in these exogenous variables allows a straightforward derivation of the
general implications of cooperative models, for the case of household labour sup-
plies. By placing the existing speci�c models in this broader context, we hope
to have suggested the possibility of other approaches to modelling household
preferences, that depart from the special structure of these models.
The cooperative models discussed in this paper take an important step be-

yond the standard model of the individual consumer/worker, but still have the
major limitation that they ignore the possible presence of children in the house-
hold, and continue to assume that time is divided simply between market labour
supply and leisure, i.e. they ignore household production. These two points are
closely related: the presence of children makes household production, includ-
ing child care, a far more demanding and time-consuming activity than when
they are absent. Two-person bargaining models obviously have di¢ culty in
incorporating children as individual consumers and, possibly, participants in
household decision taking, which perhaps explains why children are so often
treated as household public goods "consumed" by their parents, or simply as
"demographic variables" in empirical analysis. The GHWF approach, on the
other hand, is easily extended to allow for the existence of more than two indi-
viduals, with their own utility functions, in the household, and can readily be
complemented by a household production model.19 It is hard to see how models
which exclude children and household production are able to say much of inter-
est about either within- or across-household welfare distribution, which, after
all, is ultimately the main motivation for developing models of the multi-person
household.
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Appendix
Part A
The problem is

min
xili

t =
X
i

(xi � wi(1� li)� �i) (37)

s:t: H(u1(x1; l1); u
2(x2; l2);w1; �1; w2; �2) � H (38)

�rst order conditions of which are

1� �Hiuixi = 0 i = 1; 2 (39)

wi � �Hiuili = 0 i = 1; 2 (40)

together with the constraint as an equality, with � as a Lagrange multiplier.
Standard comparative statics analysis then gives

Hw1
@�

@w2
�Hw2

@�

@w1
= A

D15 + w1D25
H1D

+B
D35 + w2D45

H2D
+
Hw1D45 �Hw2D25

D
(41)

where

A = Hw2H1w1 �Hw1H1w2 (42)

B = Hw2H2w1 �Hw1H2w2 (43)

D is the bordered Hessian of the Lagrangean, and Di5; i = 1; ::; 4 is the corre-
sponding cofactor of D: Then assumption A2 implies that A and B cannot be
zero, and inspection of D shows that the expression in (41) cannot be zero.
Part B
The problem

max
si
H(v1(w1; s1); v

2(w2; s2);w1; �1; w2; �2) (44)

s:t:
X
i

si �
X
i

(wi + �i) + t (45)

has �rst order conditions

Hiv
i
s � � = 0 i = 1; 2 (46)
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together with the constraint as an equality, with � a Lagrange multiplier. Stan-
dard comparative statics analysis then gives

@si
@�i

=
Hi�iv

i
s �Hj�ivjs
�

+
@si
@t

i; j = 1; 2; i 6= j (47)

@si
@�j

=
Hi�jv

i
s �Hj�jvjs
�

+
@si
@t

i; j = 1; 2; i 6= j (48)

where � > 0 is the bordered Hessian of the Lagrange function. Since assump-
tion A2 implies Hi�i 6= Hi�j ; these two cannot be equal.
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